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Abstract: The utilization of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is becoming an attractive
navigation approach for geostationary orbit (GEO) satellites. A high-sensitivity receiver compatible
with Global Position System (GPS) developed by the United States and BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System (BDS) developed by China has been used in a GEO satellite named TJS-5 to demonstrate
feasibility of real-time navigation. According to inflight data, the GNSS signal characteristics includ-
ing availability, position dilution of precision (PDOP), carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0), observations
quantity and accuracy are analyzed. The mean number of GPS and GPS + BDS satellites tracked are
7.4 and 11.7 and the mean PDOP of GPS and GPS + BDS are 10.24 and 3.91, respectively. The use of
BDS significantly increases the number of available navigation satellites and improves the PDOP.
The number of observations with respect to C/N0 is illustrated in detail. The standard deviation
of the pseudorange noises are less than 4 m, and the corresponding carrier phase noises are mostly
less than 8 mm. We present the navigation performance using only GPS observations and GPS +
BDS observations combination at different weights through comparisons with the precision reference
orbits. When GPS combined with BDS observations, the root mean square (RMS) of the single-epoch
least square position accuracy can improve from 32.1 m to 16.5 m and the corresponding velocity
accuracy can improve from 0.238 m/s to 0.165 m/s. The RMS of real-time orbit determination
position accuracy is 5.55 m and the corresponding velocity accuracy is 0.697 mm/s when using GPS
and BDS combinations. Especially, the position accuracy in x-axis direction reduced from 7.24 m to
4.09 m when combined GPS with BDS observations.

Keywords: GEO; GPS; BDS; orbit determination; navigation

1. Introduction

Nowadays, real-time orbit determination based on GNSS is successfully used for GEO
satellites which traditionally depended on ground-based ranging systems. Because of
the advantages of cost-effectiveness and autonomy, the utilization of GNSS receivers in
GEO missions has become an attractive alternative for orbit determination and timing. In
the 1980s, the concept of using GPS on GEO satellite has been introduced. In 2000, the
United States released the operational requirements document (ORD) and presented the
first description of space service volume (SSV), which was a shell extending from 3000 km
altitude to approximately the GEO altitude, or 36,000 km [1,2]. In 2006, Bauer formally
described the concept of SSV, and made it clear that SSV coverage characteristic with the
GPS constellation [2]. Recently, considerable effort has been exerted by the United Nations-
sponsored International Committee on GNSS (ICG) to expand the GNSS use into the SSV,
by conducting initiatives to ensure GNSS signals available in the SSV. ICG is leading to
coordinate the development of an interoperable SSV across the navigation service provider,
including GPS, BDS, Galileo, GLONASS, etc. [3,4]. An analysis of the BDS-3 performance
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of the main-lobe and the side-lobe signals for three typical SSV missions is conducted based
on antenna patterns from the actual mission design data [5,6].

However, the use of GNSS signals for SSV users has special challenges. Several
researches have carried out studies in signal link budgets and performance for SSV applica-
tions. In GEO missions, the altitude of GNSS receiver is higher than that of the navigation
satellite constellation and the geometric distribution of the navigation satellite is poor.
Most of the signals from the main lobe of the GNSS transmitting antenna are blocked by
the earth [7–9]. It is necessary to receive the side lobe signals to increase the number of
available navigation satellites and improve the geometric distribution [9]. Because the
power of side-lobe signals are generally about 20 dB lower than that of the main-lobe ones,
we need to improve sensitivity of the receiver to process these signals [10–12]. In spite
of these difficulties, several feasibility studies for orbit determination with GNSS in GEO
missions have been presented. A software simulation was made to assess the performance
of autonomous orbit determination using GPS and Galileo signals. The accuracy of GEO
orbit determination in this simulation was less than 100 m [13]. An iterative Kalman filter
based on nonlinear dynamic model was used with GPS measurements for GEO spacecraft
navigation. The tests of this filter were conducted with a GPS signal simulator and a dual-
star single-frequency receiver [14]. Comprehensive simulation results and analysis show
that using GPS and Galileo navigation for GEO orbits has operational benefits, even current
space borne state-of-the-art receivers are considered [15]. A system-level performance and
qualification test for GEO missions has been conducted using a space borne GPS receiver,
named General Dynamics’ Viceroy-4. It has demonstrated the ability to provide 100%
position, velocity, and time data by acquiring and tracking a significant number of side
lobe signals [11]. GNSS signal characteristics in GEO, taking into consideration the L1 and
L5 frequency bands and the GPS and Galileo constellations, are specifically investigated.
Simulation tests and experiments using a high sensitivity commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
receiver were presented to validate the navigation performance [16].

Moreover, several missions have demonstrated the flight performance of GNSS signal
processing and onboard orbit determination in GEO orbit. In Europe, Galileo navigation
satellite GIOVE-A with a SGR-GEO receiver and an experimental results show that weak
side lobe signals have been acquired and tracked by this receiver to increase the number of
available satellites in medium-earth-orbit (MEO) and GEO. The position accuracy in this
experiment was less than 100 m [17,18]. The Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite-R (GOES-R) adopts Viceroy-4 as an onboard GPS receiver to provide orbit deter-
mination data for guidance, navigation, and control systems [19]. According to on-orbit
performance, the position accuracy is less than 15.2 m and the velocity accuracy is less than
0.52 cm/s [20]. In Europe, a receiver Mosaic GNSS has been adopted in SmallGEO platform
used in the Hispasat 36W-1 mission. The flight results show that signals with C/N0 at
27dB-Hz–28 dB-Hz are received and the RMS of position error is around 120 m [21]. In a
GEO mission of TJS-2, the onboard receiver can track 6–8 GPS satellites and the minimum
C/N0 of signals tracked was 24 dB-Hz. The RMS of position error between 30 h orbit
determination arcs is 2.14 m using the overlap comparisons assessment [22]. Furthermore,
several publications have addressed the feasibility of GNSS-based navigation for lunar
missions. Navigation results obtained with a realistic simulator were presented by the past
studies to demonstrate the feasibility of lunar orbit spacecraft applications that rely on
GNSS receivers [23,24].

The GEO satellite of No.5 Telecommunication Technology Test Satellite (TJS-5) was
launched on 7 January 2020, and a high sensitivity GNSS receiver has been installed to
realize tracking GPS and BDS signals and to perform orbit determination autonomously. In
this study, we investigate the flight signal characteristics in this GEO missions, considering
GPS and BDS in terms of availability, PDOP, C/N0, the observation quantity and accuracy.
Then, we give the performance evaluation of single-epoch least square solutions and real–
time orbit determination solutions and discuss the contribution of BDS signals to GEO
applications.
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2. System and Methods Description

In the GEO satellite of TJS-5 experiment, the altitude of the receiver is higher than that
of the MEO navigation satellite, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore the GNSS receiver receives
the signals from the other side of the earth and the elevation of this receiver is negative. A
high-gain antenna in form of bifilar helix mounted in a deployable structure is oriented
toward the center of the earth. The gain of this antenna is more than 7 dB within an angle
of −30◦–+30◦ according to the measured data. It should be noted that the BDS GEO/IGSO
satellites and receiver are on the same orbital plane over the Asia Pacific. The elevation
of these BDS GEO/IGSO satellites is beyond the beam range of the receiving antenna
(−30◦–+30◦). In this situation, whether BDS GEO/IGSO satellites signal can be received
or not depends on the signal transmission distance, the side-lobe gain of the navigation
satellite antenna and the receiving antenna gain.
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Figure 1. Reception geometry for MEO, IGSO and GEO navigation satellites and receiver in GEO
mission.

A high-sensitivity receiver are used for acquisition and tracking the weak navigation
signals in this experiment. Table 1 provides some information about this GNSS receiver.
The architecture of this high-sensitivity spaceborne receiver is shown in Figure 2. The filter,
low noise amplifier (LNA), and the RF-front ends downconvert the navigation signals to
intermediate frequency (IF) signals which are sampled at 56.8 MHz. The RF-front is driven
by a stable, low-phase noise, 10MHz oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OXCO). The high
sensitivity fast acquisition and tracking are performed in the digital application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), which is embedded in a rad-hard system on chip (SOC). Raw
measurements (pseudorange, carrier phase, ephemeris, time, etc.) are generated and used
for the single point position and real-time orbit determination by the CPU in this SOC.
The receiver can track up to eight GPS satellites and eight BDS satellites with 16-channel
hardware correlators simultaneously. A real-time orbit determination filter based on an
extended Kalman filter (EKF) in this receiver works with pseudorange observations and
dynamic models.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the BDS and GPS receiver architecture.

Table 1. Primary parameters of the TJS-5 spaceborne receiver.

Parameters Value

Compatible frequency BDS B1I, GPS L1 C/A
Number of channels 8 for BDS, 8 for GPS

Original observation types Carrier phase, pseudorange and C/N0
Acquisition sensitivity 28 dB-Hz

Tracking sensitivity 24 dB-Hz
OXCO accuracy 0.5 ppm

OXCO Allan variance ≤1·10−11 s−1

This receiver can process L1 C/A signals of 32 GPS satellites of the PRN G01–G32.
Moreover, this receiver can be compatible with the BeiDou regional system (BDS-2) and the
BeiDou global system (BDS-3), which have three orbit types: medium earth orbit (MEO),
inclined geostationary orbit (IGSO), and GEO [25,26]. The receiver can process the B1I
signals of 37 BDS satellites of the PRN C01–C37. Because C15, C17, C18 and C31 satellites
are out of service, there are 33 BDS satellites which can be tracked by the receiver, including
5 BDS-2 GEO, 7 BDS-2 IGSO, 3 BDS-2 MEO, and 18 BDS-3 MEO satellites, as listed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Status of healthy BDS satellites can be used by the receiver.

BDS-3 BDS-2

PRN Common Date PRN Common Date

C19 MEO-1 5 November 2017 C1 GEO-1 16 January 2010
C20 MEO-2 5 November 2017 C2 GEO-6 25 October 2012
C21 MEO-3 12 February 2018 C3 GEO-7 12 June 2016
C22 MEO-4 12 February 2018 C4 GEO-4 1 November 2010
C23 MEO-5 29 July 2018 C5 GEO-5 25 February 2012
C24 MEO-6 29 July 2018 C6 IGSO-1 1 August 2010
C25 MEO-11 25 August 2018 C7 IGSO-2 18 December 2010
C26 MEO-12 25 August 2018 C8 IGSO-3 10 April 2011
C27 MEO-7 12 January 2018 C9 IGSO-4 27 July 2011
C28 MEO-8 12 January 2018 C10 IGSO-5 2 December 2011
C29 MEO-9 30 March 2018 C11 MEO-3 30 April 2012
C30 MEO-10 30 March 2018 C12 MEO-4 30 April 2012
C32 MEO-13 19 September 2018 C13 IGSO-6 30 March 2016
C33 MEO-14 19 September 2018 C14 MEO-6 19 September 2012
C34 MEO-15 15 October 2018 C16 IGSO-7 10 July 2018
C35 MEO-16 15 October 2018
C36 MEO-17 19 November 2018
C37 MEO-18 19 November 2018
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3. BDS/GPS Signal Characteristics

The onboard receiver has demonstrated the ability of tracking GPS and BDS signals in
GEO. The flight data generated by the GNSS receiver was downloaded to the ground. In
this section, we analyze the signal characteristics of BDS and GPS including observations
quantity and distribution, availability, PDOP, observations accuracy.

3.1. Observations Quantity and Availability

In two days from 12:00 on 17 May to 12:00 on 19 May 2020, a total of 512,819 GPS
observations and 299,523 BDS observations have been obtained at 2 s intervals. The number
of GPS satellites tracked includes: 12 IIF, 11 IIR, 7 IIR-M, and 2 III satellites. The percentage
of the GPS observations for IIF, IIR, IR-M, III satellites, are counted to be 27.4%, 41.4%,
27.6%, and 3.6%, respectively. The average observations of GPS III and IIF satellites are
significantly less than those of the other two types of GPS satellites.

Among the 33 BDS satellites, only C01, C02 and C05 of 3 BDS GEO satellites have no
observations data. The percentage of the observations from 2 BDS GEO (C03 and C04), 7
BDS IGSO, and 21 BDS MEO satellites, are counted to be 21.7%, 9.1%, 69.2%, respectively.
Although the number of BDS GEO satellites tracked is only two, the observations quantity
of these two satellites accounts for a large proportion.

According to results shown in Figure 3, the mean number of the GPS satellites tracked
over two days is 7.4 and the mean number for the BDS satellites tracked is 4.3. Because each
constellation in the receiver has only eight-channel hardware correlator, it can track up to
eight satellites simultaneously. Considering the combination of GPS and BDS constellations,
it remarkably increases the number of satellites tracked. The mean number for the GPS
+ BDS satellites tracked is 11.7. Figure 4 gives the tracking periods of the BDS satellites
over two days. The BDS satellite of GEO C04 has the longest continuous tracking time,
accounting for 68.9% of the two days. The continuous tracking time of the six BDS IGSO
satellites is shorter than other GPS or BDS satellites.
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3.2. PDOP

PDOP in common use is useful to characterize the accuracy of the position and velocity
solutions. It can be computed based on the square root of the trace of the

(
HT H

)−1 matrix.
The matrix H is called as the design matrix or the Jacobian matrix and related with the
least-squares solution in single point position. The matrix of H is expressed in form [27,28]

H =



ai1
x ai1

y ai1
z 1 0

ai2
x ai2

y ai2
z 1 0

...
...

...
...

...
ain

x ain
y ain

z 1 0

aj1
x aj1

y aj1
z 1 1

aj2
x aj2

y aj2
z 1 1

...
...

...
...

...
ajm

x ajm
y ajm

z 1 1


(1)

where n, m are the number of GPS or BDS satellites, respectively. ain
x , ain

y , ain
z denote the

direction cosine vector from the receiver position of x, y, z to the nth satellite of GPS.
ajm

x , ajm
y , ajm

z denote the direction cosine vector from the receiver position of x, y, z to the
mth satellite of BDS. When using combination of GPS and BDS, the matrix H is a (n + m) ×
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5, otherwise the matrix H is a n × 4 and the last column in Equation (1) is ignored [27,28].
The PDOP can be obtained from

PDOP =
√
(HT H)

−1
1,1 + (HT H)

−1
2,2 + (HT H)

−1
3,3 (2)

According to the Equation (1) and Equation (2), the mean value of PDOP of GPS and
GPS + BDS over two days are 10.24 and 3.91, respectively. It can obviously reduce the
PDOP when we use GPS + BDS constellations, as shown in Figure 5.
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Sky views of the GPS and BDS satellites tracked are given in Figure 6. The nadir angles
range of BDS satellites tracked is larger than that of GPS satellites tracked. Especially, the
nadir angles of BDS GEO and IGSO satellites tracked are in range of 45◦ to 85◦, which are
larger than those of BDS MEO satellites tracked. This indicates that a positive contribution
of BDS GEO and IGSO satellites to the improvement of PDOP is expected, although the
number of these satellites tracked is not large in this mission.
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3.3. Observations Distribution and Accuracy

C/N0 is an important indicator about the signals power, which is related to the
accuracy of observations. Figure 7 gives the distribution of GPS and BDS observations
with respect to C/N0. Most of the GPS, BDS-2 IGSO, and BDS-2 MEO observations are in
C/N0 range of above 30 dB-Hz and below 35 dB-Hz. However, for BDS-3 MEO satellites,
the number of observations in C/N0 above 40 is more than that in other C/N0 range. This
indicates that most of the observations was observed from the main-lobe signals of BDS-3
MEO antenna.
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The pseudorange Pi
u and carrier phase Li

u, respectively, are [22]{
Pi

u = ρ + cδtu − cδts + δρtrop + δρiono + εi
p

Li
u = ρ + cδtu − cδts + δρtrop − δρiono + λNi

u + εi
L

(3)

where ρ is the geometric range between the receiver and the navigation satellite; δts and δtu
are navigation satellite clock offset and receiver clock offset, respectively; and c is the speed
of light. δρtrop and δρiono represent the troposphere and ionosphere delay errors, respec-
tively. The parameter λNi

u denotes the ambiguity of the carrier phase measurements. εi
p

and εi
L are the measurement noises, for the pseudorange and the carrier phase, respectively.

We use epoch difference arithmetics to analyze carrier phase measurement noise [22,29]. In
general, only random noise remains when using triple difference, which is described as
follows:

∆εP = Pi
u − Pi−1

u −
(

Pi−1
u − Pi−2

u
)
−
(

Pi−1
u − Pi−2

u − Pi−2
u + Pi−3

u
)

= Pi
u − 3Pi−1

u + 3Pi−2
u − Pi−3

u
(4)

∆εL = Li
u − Li−1

u −
(

Li−1
u − Li−2

u
)
−
(

Li−1
u − Li−2

u − Li−2
u + Li−3

u
)

= Li
u − 3Li−1

u + 3Li−2
u − Li−3

u
(5)

Therefore, we use ∆εp/
√

2 and ∆εL/
√

20 as the pseudorange and carrier phase noise
statistics. The standard deviation of the pseudorange and carrier phase noises are shown
in Figure 8. The pseudorange measurement noises are less than 4 m, and the carrier
measurement noises are mostly less than 8 mm. The pseudorange and carrier phase
noises of BDS measurements are lower than those of GPS measurements. Especially the
pseudorange noises of BDS measurements are mostly less than 2 m in term of C/N0 bellow
30, which are obvious lower than those of GPS measurements. According to accuracy
estimation method of the code tracking errors as described in [27], the thermal noise jitter of
code delay locked loop (DLL) is related to code chipping rate. Therefore, the pseudorange
accuracy of BDS measurements is higher than that of GPS measurements, because the BDS
B1I code chipping rate of 2046 Kbps is higher than the GPS C/A code chipping rate of 1023
Kbps.
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4. Navigation Performance

In this section, the accuracy of single point position solutions and real-time orbit
determination solutions are analyzed over two days from 9:00 on 17 May to 9:00 on 19
May 2020. No truth orbits are available as references in evaluating navigation accuracy.
However, we use the precision orbit determination solutions generated on ground, which
are estimated about submeter level through assessment of overlap comparisons proposed
in [22].

4.1. Single-Point Position Accuracy

The single-epoch least square solutions are recalculated at 20 s intervals using flight
observations and broadcast ephemerides. Comparisons between the solutions using only
GPS observations and GPS + BDS observations combination at weights of 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1
and the precision orbit determination solutions are reported in Table 3. The accuracy of
these solutions is related to measurement errors and the PDOP. Because the PDOP of the
combined GPS+BDS satellites improves (see in Section 3.2), remarkable improvements in
position and velocity accuracy are made with the combined GPS and BDS observations.
When GPS observations combined with BDS observations at the weight of 1:1, the RMS of
the position accuracy can improve from 32.1 m to 16.5 m and the corresponding velocity
accuracy can improve from 0.238 m/s to 0.165 m/s. When BDS observations are involved,
the accuracy of position and velocity in the x-axis direction is improved obviously. The
x-axis direction is basically consistent with the radial direction of the orbit of the receiver,
according to the location of the receiver. The position error in radial direction will be
significantly higher than that in the other two directions, because there is a weak constraint
in this direction [22]. According to the results in Table 3, except that the velocity differences
is larger than others at weight coefficients 1:2, there is no big difference on the navigation
accuracy with four different weight coefficients.

In order to evaluate the improvement obtained with BDS MEO or BDS GEO/IGSO
satellites, we use GPS + BDS MEO and GPS + BDS GEO/IGSO observations combinations
to calculate single-epoch least square solutions respectively. When we use GPS + BDS
pseudorange combinations, one more unknown parameter (BDS clock offset) becomes
available. At least two BDS satellites pseudorange combinations should be used to make
sense of the BDS pseudorange contribution to the solutions. Therefore, one set of position
and velocity solutions using GPS + BDS GEO/IGSO combinations are calculated when the
number of BDS GEO and IGSO satellites tracked is more than or equal to two. Another
set of solutions are also given using only GPS pseudorange with the same epoch as the
previous set. Comparing the two sets of solutions with the reference of the precision orbit
determination solutions, the position and velocity differences are reported in Table 4. In
this case, using additional BDS GEO and IGSO observations reduces the position error
from 28.9 m to 15.9 m and the velocity error from 0.218 m/s to 0.184 m/s.
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Table 3. RMS of position and velocity differences over two days between single-epoch least square
solutions with different combination weights and the reference of precision orbit determination
solutions.

Items
ConstellationGPS GPS + BDS

Weight - 1:2 1:1 2:1 4:1

Position (m)

X 31.0 14.8 14.6 15.1 15.5
Y 4.92 4.38 3.85 3.73 3.79
Z 6.82 6.88 6.65 6.61 6.64

3D 32.1 16.9 16.5 16.9 17.3

Velocity (m/s)

X 0.234 0.157 0.137 0.133 0.137
Y 0.0339 0.0855 0.0698 0.0556 0.0656
Z 0.0312 0.0827 0.0601 0.0450 0.0546

3D 0.238 0.197 0.165 0.151 0.161

Table 4. RMS of position and velocity differences between single-epoch least square solutions, using
only GPS observations, GPS + BDS GEO/IGSO combined, and the reference of the precision orbit
determination solutions.

Results Satellite X Y Z 3D

Position (m)
GPS 28.0 4.22 6.06 28.9

GPS + BDS GEO and IGSO 14.0 4.05 6.47 15.9

Velocity (m/s)
GPS 0.213 0.0299 0.0347 0.218

GPS + BDS GEO and IGSO 0.106 0.0824 0.125 0.184

We use the same method to give the solutions using GPS + BDS MEO observations
combinations and only GPS observations. We compare these solutions with the reference
of the precision orbit determination solutions, as shown in Table 5. When using additional
BDS MEO observations, the accuracy improvement in position is small and the accuracy
improvement in velocity is even worse. It is further confirmed that the improvement of the
position and velocity accuracy comes from combinations with BDS GEO and IGSO.

Table 5. RMS of position and velocity differences between single-epoch least square solutions,
using only GPS observations, GPS + BDS MEO combined, and the reference of the precision orbit
determination solutions.

Results Satellite X Y Z 3D

Position (m)
GPS 31.1 4.88 6.83 32.2

GPS + BDS MEO 26.2 3.87 6.53 27.3

Velocity (m/s) GPS 0.238 0.0343 0.0315 0.242
GPS + BDS MEO 0.259 0.0570 0.0727 0.275

4.2. Real-Time Orbit Determination Accuracy

In order to improve the navigation accuracy, a real-time orbit determination filter
based on an extended Kalman filter (EKF) was used with GNSS pseudorange observations
and dynamic models. In the absence of observations, continuous navigation results can be
calculated through orbit propagation.

4.2.1. Processing Model and Strategy

The equation of the motion of a GEO satellite can be expressed as [30]:

.
r = v

.
v = am(r, v, t) + w(t)

(6)
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where r, v, and t are the position, velocity and time of the GEO satellite in a geocentric iner-
tial coordinate frame, respectively. am is the total gravity, perturbing acceleration, including
the nonspherical part of the gravitational attraction of the Earth, lunisolar gravitational
perturbations, solar radiation pressure, and earth tide. w(t) is the empirical acceleration
and can expressed in radial, along-track, and cross-track, which account for unmodeled
forces. Various simplifications to the force models used in this filter are shown in Table 6,
according to the reference in [31,32]. Atmospheric drag, troposphere and ionosphere delay
are ignored. In this mission, we adopt the 50 × 50 order of gravity model in order to satisfy
the GTO scenario of which perigee altitude is close to LEO.

Table 6. Models and parameters of onboard orbit determination used in TJS-5 mission.

Items Description

Gravity model EGM 2008, 50 × 50

Luni-solar gravitation Low precision model, Moon and Sun’s position are computed
via analytic method

Earth tides Low precision model, k20 solid only
Solar radiation pressure Cannonball model, fixed effective area, CR as estimation state

Integrator 4th-order fixed step Runge–Kutta
Integration step size 20 s

Empirical acceleration Dynamic model compensation (DMC), τ = 60 s, σR:σA:σC =
200:50:50 nm/s2

Observations Pseudorange
Pseudorange noise 10 m

GNSS orbit and clock Broadcast ephemeris

The state equation of EKF can be propagated by a fourth-order fixed step Runge-Kutta
integrator of the adopted equation of the motion within the time update step. The filter
state vector is expressed as following [30]:

Xk−1 =
[

x, y, z,
.
x,

.
y,

.
z, bG, bB,

.
bu, CR, wR, wA, wC

]T
(7)

where (x, y, z) is position vector and (
.
x,

.
y,

.
z) is the velocity vector, respectively. bG is GPS

clock offset, bB is BDS clock offset,
.
bu is clock drift of the receiver, and CR is the state of solar

radiation pressure parameter. (wR, wA, wC) represents the vector of empirical accelerations
in radial (R), along-track (A), and cross-track (C), respectively, which are modeled by three
first-order Gauss–Markov processes to account for the unmodeled forces [33].

The observation equation of EKF can be expressed as following:

PK = Hk
(
Xk − X̂k

)
+ Vk (8)

where PK is pseudorange measurement of the ith navigation satellite. Vk is measurement
noise. The measurement matrix of Hk is calculated from the linearization estimation of the
pseudorange observation equation, as introduced in [34], which can be described in the
following:

Hk =

[
x̂k − xs

i
ρi

,
ŷk − ys

i
ρi

,
ẑk − zs

i
ρi

, 01×3, T1×3, 0, 01×3

]
(9)

where (xs
i , ys

i , zs
i ) indicates the position of the ith navigation satellite, (x̂k, ŷk, ẑk) is the

position from predicted estimate state vector X̂k. T1×3 sets [1, 0, 0] for GPS or [0, 1, 0] for
BDS.

4.2.2. Analysis Results

The navigation solutions are generated by a real-time orbit determination software
using flight GNSS observations and broadcast ephemerides. Orbit determination filter
based on EKF updates with observations at step size of 20 s. The RMS differences of position
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and velocity between real-time orbit determination solutions with different pseudorange
combination weights and the reference of the precision orbit determination solutions as
listed in Table 7. According to the 3D results, the highest position and velocity accuracy are
given at the weight of 1:1. In that case, the RMS of position differences is 5.55 m and that of
position differences is 0.697 mm/s. With the increase of the weight of BDS observations,
although the accuracy in x-axis direction has some improvements, the accuracy in y-axis
direction and z-axis direction become worse. For instance, when GPS and BDS pseudorange
combined at a weight of 1:2, the RMS of position differences in x-axis direction reduce from
7.24 m to 4.09 m. However, the corresponding differences in y-axis and z-axis direction
increase by 1.06 m to 0.37 m. In detail, we give the position differences between real-time
orbit determination solutions using GPS + BDS observations combinations at a weight
of 1:1 and only GPS observations, and the reference of the precision orbit determination
solutions, as shown in Figure 9.
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Table 7. RMS of position and velocity differences over two days between real-time orbit determination
solutions with different pseudorange combination weights and the reference of the precision orbit
determination solutions.

Results
Weight (GPS + BDS)

GPS 1:2 1:1 2:1 4:1

Position (m)

X 7.24 4.09 4.30 5.88 6.81
Y 2.53 3.59 2.87 1.70 1.84
Z 1.81 2.18 2.01 1.68 1.55

3D 7.88 5.86 5.55 6.34 7.22

Velocity (mm/s)

X 0.629 0.502 0.491 0.547 0.601
Y 0.739 0.384 0.361 0.537 0.668
Z 0.302 0.334 0.340 0.312 0.295

3D 1.02 0.715 0.697 0.827 0.946

5. Conclusions

For the GEO satellite of the TJS-5 mission, we use a high sensitivity receiver with a
high-gain antenna to realize real-time navigation. In this study, we analyze the inflight
data generated by this sensitivity receiver, which can track weak BDS and GPS signals.
We investigate the GNSS signal characteristics, including observations quantity and dis-
tribution, availability, PDOP, observations accuracy. It is found that when BDS and GPS
are combined, the number of navigation satellites tracked will increase significantly and
the PDOP can be reduced obviously. Although the number of BDS satellites tracked is
less than that of GPS, it makes a positive contribution to the improvement of PDOP and
navigation solutions. In order to analyze the observations distribution characteristics, the
number of observations with respect to the C/N0 was analyzed. Most of the GPS and
BDS observations are concentrated in C/N0 range of above 30 dB-Hz and below 35 dB-Hz,
except BDS-3 MEO satellite observations. We use epoch difference arithmetics to analyze
observations noises. The standard deviation of the pseudorange noises are less than 4 m,
and the corresponding carrier phase noises are mostly less than 8 mm. The pseudorange
and carrier phase noises of BDS measurements are lower than those of GPS measurements.

We give the navigation performance using only GPS observations and GPS + BDS ob-
servations combination at different weights. As for the single-epoch least square solutions,
remarkable improvements in position and velocity accuracy are made with the combined
GPS and BDS observations. Through comparisons with the precision reference orbits, when
combining GPS observations with BDS observations at the weight of 1:1, the RMS of these
position solutions accuracy can improve from 32.1 m to 16.5 m and the corresponding
velocity accuracy can improve from 0.238 m/s to 0.165 m/s. Especially in x-axis direction,
the position accuracy can improve from 31.0 m to14.6 m. We discuss the accuracy influence
when BDS GEO/IGSO and MEO combined with GPS respectively. In this case, when BDS
IGSO and GEO observations involved, there is an obvious improvement in position and
velocity. As for the real-time orbit determination solutions, the RMS of position accuracy
is 5.55 m and that of velocity accuracy is 0.697 mm/s when GPS and BDS pseudorange
combined at a weight of 1:1. When we increase the weight of BDS observations, although
the accuracy in x-axis direction has some improvements, the accuracy in y-axis direction
and z-axis direction become worse.

We need to do further research into some aspects to improve the accuracy in future
high-earth-orbit missions. A comprehensive utilization of GPS, GLONASS, BDS and
GALILEO system should be taken into account to improve orbit determination accuracy
by increasing the number of available satellites and reducing PDOP. In addition, carrier
observations should be considered to increase navigation accuracy, because the accuracy
of carrier observations is higher than that of pseudorange observations. For the high-
orbit satellites with orbit maneuver, the research on how to use IMU to realize integrated
navigation is necessary.
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